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using a conditional target-value prediction method. In other
recent work (Xiao et al. 2019), we improve macro-actionbased decentralized policy learning by presenting MacroAction-Based Decentralized Multi-Agent Double Deep Recurrent Q-Net (MacDec-MADDRQN) that enables each
agent’s local Q-net update to consider the effects of other
agents’ macro-actions. MacDec-MADDRQN introduces a
hyper-selection by performing centralized exploration or
decentralized exploration during training. The best choice
is unknown without knowledge of the domain properties.
Therefore, a generalized version of this method, called
Parallel-MacDec-MADDRQN, is also proposed in (Xiao et
al. 2019) that executes centralized and decentralized explorations in two separate environments and optimizes the centralized Q-net and decentralized Q-nets in parallel.

Abstract
We consider the challenges of learning multi-agent/robot
macro-action-based deep Q-nets including how to properly
update each macro-action value and accurately maintain
macro-action-observation trajectories. We address these challenges by ﬁrst proposing two fundamental frameworks for
learning macro-action-value function and joint macro-actionvalue function. Furthermore, we present two new approaches
of learning decentralized macro-action-based policies, which
involve a new double Q-update rule that facilitates the learning of decentralized Q-nets by using a centralized Q-net for
action selection. Our approaches are evaluated both in simulation and on real robots.

Introduction
Performing high-quality collaborative behaviors under
large, stochastic and uncertain environments requires robots
to asynchronously execute high-level actions and simultaneously reason about cooperations between teammates. Formally, multi-agent asynchronous decision-making under uncertainty in fully cooperative tasks is modeled as MacroAction Decentralized Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (MacDec-POMDPs) (Amato, Konidaris, and
Kaelbling 2014). Although several multi-agent deep reinforcement learning methods have recently achieved impressive performance under both cooperative and competitive
domains (Omidshaﬁei et al. 2017, Lowe et al. 2017, Foerster
et al. 2018, Rashid et al. 2018), they all assume synchronous
primitive-action executions over agents. It is not clear how
to incorporate asynchronous macro-actions into these methods.
In our work (Xiao, Hoffman, and Amato 2019), we bridge
this gap by (a) proposing the ﬁrst decentralized macroaction-based learning framework with a new buffer called
Macro-Action Concurrent Experience Replay Trajectories
(Mac-CERTs) that properly maintains the macro-actionbased transitions for each agent; (b) introducing a novel centralized macro-action-based learning framework that generates Macro-Action Joint Experience Replay Trajectories
(Mac-JERTs) to learn a joint macro-action-value function

Approach
In this section, we present an overview of our contributions.

Learned Macro-Action-Based Decentralized Policy
In this framework, during execution, agents collect concurrent macro-action-observation experiences into the MacCERTs buffer, in which each transition is represented as
atuple zi , mi , zi , ric  for each agent i, where ric =
τ
t=tmi rt is an accumulated reward from the beginning
time-step tmi to the termination step τ of the macroaction mi . During training, we combine Decentralized
Hysteretic DRQN (Omidshaﬁei et al. 2017) with Double
DQN (referred to Dec-HDDRQN) to update each agent’s
individual macro-action-value function Qθi (hi , mi ) using
a concurrent mini-batch of sequential experiences sampled from Mac-CERTs,
by minimizing the
loss: L(θi ) =

2 
E<zi ,mi ,zi ,ric >∼D yi − Qθi (hi , mi ) , where yi =


ric + γQθ− hi , arg maxmi Qθi (hi , mi ) and hi denotes the
i
macro-action-observation history of agent i.

Learned Macro-Action-Based Centralized Policy
This framework aims at learning a centralized macroaction-value function. At each time-step, the Mac-JERTs
buffer collects a joint macro-action-observation experience, represented as a tuple z, m,
 z  , r c , where r c =
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τ

rt is a shared joint accumulated reward for the
agents’ joint macro-action m
 from its beginning time-step
tm
τ when any agent terminates
 to the ending time-step 
its macro-action. The centralized macro-action-value function Qφ (h, m)
 is then optimized
by minimizing
the loss:

2 

L(φ) = E<z,m,

, where y =
 z  ,
r c >∼D y − Qφ (h, m)
 

c


undone


 | m

) . Here,
r + γQφ− h , arg maxm
  Qφ ( h , m
m
 undone is the joint-macro-action over the agents who have
not ﬁnished their macro-actions. It considers agents’ asynchronous macro-actions execution status. This method is referred to as Cen-DDRQN in the results section.
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Figure 1: Averaged performance over 40 runs in two domains with optimal discounted returns as dash-dot lines.

Macro-Action-Based Decentralized Multi-Agent
Double Deep Recurrent Q-Net
(a) Pass tape measure

This method adopts centralized training decentralized execution in deep Q-learning to learn the decentralized
Q-net, Qθi , for each agent i using the centralized Qnet, Qφ . Here, the replay buffer is a merged version
of Mac-CERTs and Mac-JERTs, containing the transition tuple z, m, z , rc , r c , where z = {z0 , ..., zN },
c
m = {m0 , ..., mN } and rc = {r0c , ..., rN
}. During
training, agents iteratively sample a mini-batch of sequential experiences to ﬁrst optimize the centralized macroaction-value function Qφ using Cen-DDRQN, and then
train each decentralized macro-action-value function by
performing gradient
 descent step on the
 loss: L(θi ) =
2
E<z,m,z ,rc ,r c >∼D yi − Qθi (hi , mi ) , where yi = ric +


γQθ− hi , arg maxm Qφ (h , m | mundone ) i . This in-
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Figure 2: Robots run the decentralized policies (learned via
Parallel-MacDec-MADDRQN) in the warehouse domain
new approaches MacDec-MADDRQN (Our-1) and ParallelMacDec-MADDRQN (Our-2) are validated by achieving near-centralized performance and outperforming DecHDDRQN. The practical utility of our approach is proved
by allowing real robots to perform reasonable collaborative
behaviors to deliver the correct tools to the human in the
proper order which is shown in Fig. 2 (Xiao et al. 2019).
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i

dicates the decentralized target Q-value is calculated in the
double Q-learning manner, but using the centralized Q-net
for the next macro-action selection of agent i under the
conditional operation that considers teammates’ behaviors
and their asynchronous macro-action executions. ParallelMacDec-MADDRQN also applies the above double Qupdate rule for training each decentralized Q-net but purely
based on decentralized experiences, while the centralized Qnet is trained only using the experiences generated by the
centralized exploration in parallel in another environment.

Experiments and Results
We evaluate our methods in both a benchmark problem (box
pushing) and a warehouse domain. The warehouse task involves a human working on an assembly task in a workshop,
which requires three particular tools for the future steps. A
Fetch robot and two Turtlebots are respectively responsible
for ﬁnding the correct tools on a table in the tool room and
delivering the tools in the correct order to the human. The
robots have no prior knowledge of the correct tools the human needs, so this has to be learned via training.
The simulation results shown in Fig. 1 ﬁrst demonstrate that our macro-action-based policy learning frameworks enable the agents to perform near-optimal behaviors under both decentralized and centralized control in
the box pushing domain, and under centralized control in
the warehouse domain. Furthermore, the advantages of our
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